1a.

Measure Shelf Panel to Suit Your Space.

Determine which end of the shelf panel
will sit on connectors on an end panel.
This can be either on the left or right.
This end of the panel will be kept, so
measure your cutting lines from this end.
The cut end of the panel will slot into the
joiner bracket (bracket end).

Assembly Instructions
Corner Connecting Solution.
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1b. Cut Shelf Panel to Suit Your Space.

Measure space required for shelf at front and back of cavity. Take 2mm off these measurements,
and then use them to mark a line on shelf panel. Cut panel.
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Handy Note: Please read the instructions carefully before you start and make

sure to identify the parts you need for each step. When assembling it is best to do
on a soft surface to prevent damage. Your Connex 15 Year Home Use Warranty
will not apply to incorrectly assembled and/or installed product. Follow the
advice of your selected wall fixings (sold separately) to ensure suspension rail
can support loaded wardrobes.

Manufactured in New Zealand for: Mitre 10 New Zealand Limited.
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2.

Fitting the Hardware with Shelf & End Panels.
Fit Joiner Bracket to the Top Shelf (a), then insert Connector Sleeves to Shelf Panel (b).
Fit Connector Brackets into End Panel (c). Rotate connectors 90° to lock into place.
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Lastly place the Corner Shelf onto Joiner Bracket, and place down on to Connector Brackets.

3. Fix corner bracket into place with screws.
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